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Numerical analyses were performed on a Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) wall that used Lightweight Cellular 
Concrete (LCC) instead of soil as infill. The wall geometry and input ground motions were based on a wall recently built 
for the Silicon Valley Rapid Transit (SVRT) system near San Francisco, California. For our analyses, the LCC-MSE wall was 
significantly weakened in our numerical models by using shortened geogrid lengths, and lower material strengths than 
the constructed wall. In spite of the weakened nature of the wall analyzed herein, seismic failure of the LCC materials 
and supporting ground was not predicted. Analysis results show that well designed LCCMSE walls tend to move 
dynamically in a quasi-rigid fashion, i.e., that they move mainly laterally and do not exhibit major rocking or seismic 
settlements. Additionally, because of their broad base of MSE walls, these walls distribute compressive and shear 
stresses to the underlying ground in a relatively even manner. Our numerical analyses also show that internal 
reinforcement of LCC-MSE walls is important to restrain side panels during earthquakes, but that the inertial loads from 
the panels are quickly transferred to the LCC. Hence, that long or continuous reinforcements are not needed for seismic 
stability. In summary, our analyses show that LCC is an excellent material for MSE walls and that the lightening of 
vertical loads that LCC provides has distinct seismic advantages in soft ground seismic areas, e.g., the elimination of 
ground improvement. 
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